Visual indication of
ﬂavour at the top
of the design
immediately
informs audiences
about the ﬂavour.
Visual information
easily identiﬁed by
younger audiences.

Written instructions, informs
consumers about how the box can
be opened. Straw hole is clearly
indicated.

Best Before:

Redesigned Juice Box
Best before date on top ledge of
carton is easily noticable, yet is
also less dominant from the
overall composition.

OPEN HERE

Best Before:

OPEN HERE

SQUEEZE EDGES TO PUSH SPOUT OUT

~ OPEN ON OTHER SIDE ~

PUSH FLAPS RIGHT BACK TO OPEN
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At The Daily Drinks Co., we love fruit.
It comes from nature, tastes great and is good for us.

Pattern in the
background oﬀers
a dynamic lively
appearance.
Assists to establish
a central focal
point, leading
audiences’
attention towards
the brand name.

SODIUM

Home to some of Australia's best loved brands such as Daily Juice, Berri
Australian Grown and Just Juice, we've been proudly working with Aussie
growers for over 70 years to deliver high quality drinks to Australians everyday.
With over 6 million oranges handpicked each week, it's safe to say that we know
our juice.

A simple block text
oﬀers a playful
design. Bold and
large type is
appealing and
immediately stands
out from the
background with
the assistance of its
thick outline.
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As Australia's largest supporter of the
citrus industry in juice, we are making it
our mission to turn juice into a daily
habit for all Australians. We’re here to
champion the inherent goodness of juice
and to deliver delicious, natural goodness
to every Australian, every day.

737 BOURKE STREET DOCKLANDS, VIC 3008
PO BOX 23084, DOCKLANDS, VIC, 8012
+61 3 9188 8000
CONSUMER ENQUIRIES: AU 1800 131 133
SALES ENQUIRIES: AU 1800 131 133

“100% Australian Juice”
meets constraints; splashy
informal text reﬂects the idea
of juice.

5-star rating positioned oﬀ centre to
provide additional information
- minimal disturbance to surface
design.

This design has been chosen for the ﬁnal
client need as it most accurately reﬂects the
constraints and audience outlined in the
design brief. Bright and vivid colours ensure
that younger audiences would be targetted,
whilst its simple symmetrical composition
oﬀers a friendly appearance. The central
focal point created by a pattern in the
background immediately captures attention
towards the main title/information and
provides a lively appearance.
Simple vector appearance, enhanced with
tone generates a 3-Dimensional appearance
to appeal to young audiences. It also
appeals to a low-medium socio-economic
status, suggesting a cheap and aﬀordable
product that is suitable as an addition to a
child’s recess or lunch.
Dominant colours of yellow and orange
easily associates the product, especially to
younger audiences, as orange ﬂavoured.
The colours chosen eﬀectively targets both
genders, as speciﬁed by the client need.Colour also communicates a healthy and fruity
product.
Nutrition information can be located on
the back of the package.
Barcode, recycling symbol,
and manufacturing details
are can be located on the
base of the packaging.
Obscured from being seen
on market shelves so that it
does not interfere with
design. Client’s constraints
are addressed.

